RPLAC Meeting

– 9/26/18 – Athens Regional Library

In attendance were:

Stacy Brown, URRLS; Susan Stephens, Chattooga; Lecia Eubanks, Cherokee; Janet Burroughs, Elbert; Leigh Wiley, Worth; J. Sara Paulk, Houston, Holly Phillips, Moultrie-Colquitt; Ben Bryson, Marshes of Glynn; Jessica Everingham, WGRLS; Jeremy Snell, WGRLS; Katherine Gregory, BTRL; Gary McNeely, KRLS; Coty Dees, DTRL; Lisa Rigsby, DTRL; Cynthia Kilby, PMRLS; Diana Very, TRRLS; Delana Knight, NEGRLS; Keith Schuermann, THRL; Helen Poyer, CCPLS; Rosalind Lett, CCLS; Trent Reynolds, TLPLS; Martha Powers-Jones, OKRLS; John McConnell Chestatee; Jennifer Durham, Statesboro RPL; Jennifer Lautzenheiser, MGRL; Anna Lyle, Forsyth; Richard Groves, Catoosa; Leslie Clark, Chestatee Regional; Natalie Marshall, FRRLS; Sandy Hester, Coastal Plain Reg; Julie Walker, GPLS; Elizabeth McKinney, GPLS; Ben G. Carter, GPLS; Wendy Cornelison, GPLS; Aaron Betzel, GPLS; Elaine Black, GPLS; Alan Harkness, CVL.

After some discussion, consensus is to move RPLC into some kind of inactive mode, rather than dissolving it. The Chair was tasked with bringing back language that will allow this to be incorporated in the by-laws, which are available on the georgialibraries website.

Respectfully submitted,

Alan Harkness, RPLAC chair, in lieu of Secretary Sanders